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About This Game

Use cursors and left ctrl key to fire

F1 = options

Q = quit game

Space = pause game

ENVIRONMENT SETTINGS

J = Joystick controls (limited support)

K = Keyboard controls

S = Scanlines on
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D = Disable scanlines

ESC = Return to Steam

ALT+Enter = Toggle Full screen

These settings are saved when you exit Galencia

50 Action Packed Levels
Asteroid Fields

Challenging Stages
Boss Battles

Ebb and Flow difficulty curve
Siren enemy with Tractor beam for Double Ship Action

Introduction, Launch and Completion sequences
6 Brand new SID tunes, unique to this project
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Galencia is a fast action shooter, just like the arcade classics of the 1980s! It has been an incredible success on the
Commodore 64 and has now been repackaged to play on your PC.

NEW FEATURES FOR THIS STEAM VERSION
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packaged to run without any configuration, click and play!

joystick and keyboard support

new introduction

tweaked gameplay and graphics

auto loading and saving of hi-scores

a completely separate 'Easter Egg' game, written by Roy 'Roysterini' Fielding

THE STORY SO FAR...

EARTH, 2017

We didn't listen to the warnings.
We decided to ignore the decline of our bee population,and now their guardians have arrived.

You must pilot the 1981 Galencia Fighter and restore order. Before its too late!

Long live the Commodore 64!

Galencia 'Steam edition' runs in the vice emulator
All source code and legal information can be found here:

http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/
http://vice-emu.sourceforge.net/COPYING
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Title: Galencia
Genre: Action
Developer:
Jason Aldred
Publisher:
Jason Aldred
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core +

Memory: 1 GB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB +

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please make sure all your device drivers are up to date!

English
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I love boarding ships. entertaining soft kinky harmless fun.... I was just a preppy kid when i started playing the games in series.
Haven't felt old about this game.

Pigs still poops Ham though

10/10 would eat. Is dead (servers closed). Not sure why is still available for sale.. This game is extremely short. It took me less
than an hour to finish all of the endings. That said, the game is priced appropriately for its length. It's a nice enough story with
good music and full voice acting. The art style is a little strange with the blacked-out features but I would much rather have no
features than bad features so it didn't bother me.. I don't know about the DLC, but the demo works on Oculus Touch in
Windows 7-64 bit (use the trigger button on Touch).

The free demo is short and it's content limited but of high quality, and should succeed in it's mission of leaving you wanting for
more.. I don't have a damn clue what's going on

Also \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 yeah I'm the only one that has a review on this game.
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An amazing game, my friends and I all took turns playing between the rogue/ overseer and it was amazing. It also looks like the
future of this game will be even better.. *Edited Review with SPOILERS at bottom*

2.5 hrs gone by quickly, got to day 29 so far on normal mode. Not sure what to do now... Also don't understand why Scouts keep
dying quickly, even when choosing strong, brave, or quickfooted workers for the job (and giving steel armour). Also have
Alchemists that don't do anything? Idk, guess I'll have to play a bit longer to find out. Fun so far, bit aimless once you've crafted
everything that can be crafted. All you can do is wait for some more 'strong' people to become new workers but since it's rng,
wait could be days. Wish there was a way I could convert some other personality types to 'strong'. Maybe like making a warriors
training centre or something. Waiting isn't fun :(

Grab it while it's on sale I guess, it's an interesting game. Beautiful artwork.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
*SPOILERS, Edited Review*
So after spending more time in the game, I found out that alchemists are indeed useful. Also I've figured out how the scouts
work. Basically if I send 4 or more scouts together (use quickfooted) with steel armour, they all manage to come back alive and
give the explore dungeon option. The trick with scouts is to get them prepared at night when the workers are sleeping so they all
go off together in the morning. If you send one not with the group, then it'll die. If you have too many normal workers as well,
send them off to explore on the ship so you can get new workers which you can set as warriors or scouts. I used 4 quickfooted
and 1 strong for my warriors and 2 alchemists and easily beat the dungeon. Now I've unlocked the temple, so yay new content..
Such a cute game. Poor Poland always gets the boot, but I would not expect anything different XD. This game is unbelievably
hard, that's why I love it.. This game is a bloody masterpiece. Steampunk aesthetic, Solid building system, and a combat system
that makes battles very tense and focus heavy. Theres even mod support on the workshop if you want a bit more spice involved.
If your into RTS style games but think they leave a bit of content out give this game a shot.. Mostly BibleThump. its just a
massive rip off. I had the chance to try this game in a local event in Madrid and loved it. It's quite a fresh take on the whole
damn shooter genre with its "stealthy" stuff (teleports, invisibility, and the clone thing)

I tried the game in single player and tbh it's fun too. It features just a few challenges for now, but it's still in early access and
they are updating it quite frequently.
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